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CONGRATULATORY LETTERS

December 2007

Dear Graduates and Families:

At Michigan State University, we recognize that graduation is an important milestone for our graduates and their families. At commencement ceremonies we acknowledge our graduates for their accomplishments at Michigan State University. We also acknowledge the encouragement and support that family and other significant individuals have provided them. Reaching this milestone marks the completion of a degree program and the beginning of the next chapter in each student's life.

December 2007

Dear Graduates and Families:

Congratulations to our graduates and your families! As President Simon encourages you to come home often, so do I!

More than three decades ago, I earned a bachelor's degree at Michigan State University, and although I earned advanced degrees at other institutions, that first college degree has served me well. I am pleased to be here at a time when Michigan State University is extending its academic reach to new places around the world. You have had the opportunity to study and to expand your views, and to grow as individuals and global citizens.

As a student of MSU you are a member of a vibrant community united by the common interest we share as scholars. I hope that, even after earning your degree, you will always remain members of this community—that is, be hungry to learn, to seek new knowledge and to share and apply that knowledge for the betterment of others.

Our graduates go forth as caring global citizens, and although we bid you farewell and wish you a very bright future, we invite you to come home often.

Sincerely,

Kim A. Wilcox, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

CONGRATULATORY LETTERS

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Michigan State University, founded in 1855, is defining what it means to be a land-grant university in the twenty-first century. From its roots as the nation's pioneer land-grant institution, the university has had a long tradition of using the research and knowledge developed at MSU to create practical solutions that make a difference in the lives of individuals and in communities across Michigan and around the world. As a major public university with global reach, MSU continues this proud tradition of advancing knowledge and transforming lives.

The East Lansing campus looks different than it did in 1855. 5,200 acres of land encompass 579 buildings. 15,000 acres throughout Michigan are used for agricultural, animal, and forestry research.

MSU has more than 45,000 students from all 83 counties in Michigan, all 50 states in the United States, and about 130 other countries. More than 460,000 Spartan alumni live around the globe.

Since its agricultural beginnings, MSU has grown to 17 degree-granting colleges offering more than 200 programs of study, and is the only university in the country with three on-campus medical schools. According to both Newsweek and MSNBC, MSU ranks as one of the Top 100 Global Universities.

The Honors College attracts young scholars internationally and enables students to waive standard graduation requirements and undertake enriched academic programs. MSU has produced more Rhodes Scholars in the past 25 years than any other Big Ten school.

Sponsored research totaled nearly $377 million in 2006-07. The top federal funding agencies included: National Science Foundation, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and U.S. Department of Agriculture. Other externally funded national and international research programs include the MSU-U.S. Department of Energy Plant Research Laboratory, the Center for Advancing Microbial Risk Assessment, the Composite Vehicle Research Center, the U.S.-China Center for Research on Educational Excellence, the Center for Advanced Study of International Development, and the Center for International Business Education and Research. The National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory is the premier rare isotope research facility in the nation.

MSU Extension reaches into all 83 counties in Michigan to provide practical, university-based knowledge. Providing technical information and course work for Michigan citizens, the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station funds the research of more than 300 scientists on campus and at a network of 12 field research stations across the state.

University Outreach and Engagement connects faculty with external audiences to address community issues. MSU Global extends academic and professional degree and certificate programs to off-campus learners, with more than 13,000 enrolled in 29 degree and certificate programs, making MSU one of the top three in online learning in the Big Ten.

The national leader in study abroad among U.S. public universities during 2006-07 (according to the Institute of International Education Open Doors report), MSU has more than 245 programs on all continents in 62 countries. 2,975 students studied abroad through MSU during 2006-07.

Michigan State University is a member of the Association of American Universities, National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, American Council on Education, American Council of Learned Societies, International Association of Universities, Association of Graduate Schools, Council of Graduate Schools, and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation.
ACADEMIC COSTUME

In 1895, the Intercollegiate Commission, a group of leading American educators, introduced an academic costume code which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees, and which by colors would identify the various faculties.

Three types of gowns are indicated by the code. Those worn by the bachelors have long, pointed sleeves. Those worn by masters have long, closed sleeves with the arc of a circle near the bottom. Doctoral gowns are faced with velvet. The sleeves are full, round, and open with three bars of velvet which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees worn by masters have long, closed sleeves with the arc of a circle near the bottom. Doctoral gowns are faced with velvet. The sleeves are full, round, and open with three bars of velvet which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees.

The sleeves are full, round, and open with three bars of velvet which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees. The Michigan State University mace, 42 inches in length, includes important institutional symbols in its finial, crown, and shaft. The finial is the circular University seal, which includes an image of "Old College Hall." This oak-carved seal derives from an 1869 State Board of Agriculture (now, Board of Trustees) authorization for a woodcut to be used as the frontispiece of the college academic catalog. College Hall, built in 1856, was the first instructional building erected in the United States for the teaching of scientific agriculture. When it collapsed in 1918, John Beaumont (class of 1882) provided funds to erect Beaumont Tower in 1928 at the same location. The tower stands as a symbol of Michigan State's beginnings as the first land-grant college dedicated to teaching "agriculture and the mechanic arts" with "a liberal and practical curriculum."

The mace's crown is trimmed with a maple samara and acorn pattern carved from walnut, a pattern drawn from the "Michigan State College" limestone relief at the Abbot Road campus entrance that also adorns markers at other campus entrances. An image of Beaumont Tower lies in the crown's oak center. Below the crown is the cylindrical shaft, whose alternating, horizontal oak and walnut bands descend to a brass tip. Its oak is purported to be "Beaumont oak," from one of the original saplings surrounding College Hall. Its walnut is from a tree removed to clear land for the Wharton Center for Performing Arts of 1982.

In its soaring verticality, Beaumont Tower continues to inspire the MSU community and is an appropriate symbol for the MSU mace. As President Robert S. Shaw (1928-41) stated at the tower's dedication, it has served as "a unifying factor" to remind us, even through our individual activities, of the overall mission of Michigan State University: to inspire us by "appealing to many of the better things in us" and to encourage us to "live up to higher standards, scholastically, socially, morally, and spiritually in all of our affairs."
Peter Löscher

You are known as a straightforward and down-to-earth leader with an outstanding international reputation and wide-ranging experience in business development and strategy. You are innovative, receptive to change, respectful of tradition, and insistent on ethical business practices.

Your restructuring efforts as president of Merck's Global Human Health Unit were praised by Wall Street analysts and other pharmaceutical companies. In your time there, the company received FDA approval for several products and saw substantial sales growth. As president and CEO of GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences and GE Healthcare in Britain you led a company developing medical technologies and services to improve patient care.

This year you took on the challenge of leading a large, complex German electronics and engineering conglomerate when you became CEO at Siemens AG, Europe's largest engineering company with products ranging from hearing aids to trains. To move the company into a more profitable and secure future, you are setting clear lines of responsibility, encouraging a culture of teamwork and transparency, and aiming for a faster, more focused organisation. You recognize the value of education for developing highly qualified workers who can succeed in such high-tech, global businesses.

Your international management experience began with the Hoechst Group, where you worked for eleven years in positions in Germany, Spain, Britain, Japan, and the United States. As head of corporate planning at Hoechst AG in Germany, you were a leader in reorganizing the company from a broad conglomerate to a focus on life sciences. You accomplished this major restructuring by offering support and resources to employees feeling threatened by the changes.

Your education was also international. You studied economics and business in Vienna, Hong Kong, and the United States. You speak five languages.

For your commitment to global partnerships, your contributions to advancing technology to improve life, and your dedication to integrity in business, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree Doctor of Engineering from Michigan State University.

Winston Elliott Scott

You are known as an accomplished astronaut and aviator and a leader who values and promotes the importance of education for enabling young people to achieve their dreams.

Your musical talent and personal determination led you from a largely segregated and disadvantaged public school education to college where you discovered an aptitude for math and engineering. In the Navy, you earned a master's degree in aeronautical engineering and logged more than 5,000 hours of flight time in twenty different fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft, flying as a production test pilot and a research and development project pilot.

As an astronaut, you traveled more than ten million miles on two Shuttles, Endeavour and Columbia, logging more than 24 days in space as a mission specialist. Your three spacewalks, one of those walks, you helped recapture a malfunctioning satellite called Spartan-201. On other spacewalks, you evaluated construction techniques for the International Space Station and the resistance of spacesuits to extreme cold.

For your personal accomplishments and your commitment to scientific exploration and the education of scientists and engineers, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree Doctor of Engineering from Michigan State University.

Ian Wilmut

You are known for innovative research that has made you one of the foremost pioneers in the field of animal genetic engineering. Your discovery that adult cells can be reprogrammed to an embryonic state capable of directing development of a new offspring revolutionized developmental and reproductive biology. You are best known for the application of this discovery that produced the sheep called Dolly, work that captured the attention of the world, but your research has had much broader impacts on science and medicine.

Your early research on reproductive technologies in domestic animals led to better understanding of the causes of prenatal death in sheep and pigs and the technology that allows embryos to be frozen for storage. This mechanism is now commonly used for human fertility treatments as well as for animal breeding.

This emphasis on improving life for people and animals underlies all of your research. The experiments that resulted in the cloned sheep Dolly began as a search for a way to generate recombinant human proteins in domestic animals. Your goal is to find a means of producing animals that manufacture valuable proteins that are difficult to produce elsewhere.

This effort lays the groundwork for solving the major challenges facing cell and tissue transplantation: the production of compatible cells for treating diseases including heart disease, diabetes, Parkinson's disease, and spinal cord injury. Your latest research attempts to make embryonic stem cells from cells of patients with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's disease) in an effort to develop a new tool for understanding and treating this always fatal disease.

You are known as a fair and honest leader of your research team. As director of the Scottish Centre for Regenerative Medicine you lead interactive interdisciplinary teams to build strong academic and industrial collaborations working to move research toward therapies.

For your commitment to advancing knowledge that improves lives, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree Doctor of Science from Michigan State University.
America the Beautiful

O beautiful for spacious skies
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!

America! America!
God shed his grace on thee
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!

Star-Spangled Banner

Oh, say, can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming.
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave!

Alma Mater

M.S.U., We love thy shadows
When twilight silence falls,
Flashing deep and softly paling
O'er icy-covered halls.

Beneath the pines we'll gather
To give our faith so true,
Sing our love for Alma Mater
And thy praises, M.S.U.

The lyrics of the Alma Mater were written by Bernard Traynor (MSC Athletic Department, 1925-1927). The melody is based on Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. It was not until March 30, 1949, after a vote by the students, that the popular song on campus known as the MSC Shadows was finally adopted as the official Alma Mater. Today, the Alma Mater is known as the MSU Shadows.

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

HONORS

BOARD OF TRUSTEES AWARDS

Summer Semester, 2007
Christine Elizabeth Allen
Kathryn May Buckham
Cole Ian Malatinsky
Nathan Stenzel Scherbarth
Kristy Lynn Slominski
Candice Leslie Smith

Fall Semester, 2007
Jamie Erin David
Folco Gibellini
Brandon Geoffrey Gulker
Matthew James Hasho
Garret Roger Mausolf
ChuQiao Zeng

The University acknowledges candidates for the bachelor's degree who will graduate as Academic Scholars (A), from the Honors College (H), With Honor (*), or With High Honor (**). Academic Scholars completed a two-year honors program including at least four honors-caliber courses. Honors College graduates are academically talented students who have participated in rigorous, highly individualized programs of study, including at least eight honors-caliber courses. Graduation Honors. The current minimum grade-point average for seniors graduating With Honor is 3.5 and those graduating With High Honor is 3.8, which is approximately 20 percent of graduating seniors who have earned the highest grade-point averages. Recognition of graduation honors in the commencement program is based on the grade-point average of all work at MSU completed prior to the opening of the semester of graduation. To be eligible for graduation honors, transfer students must earn a minimum of 50 semester credits at MSU.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
Order of Ceremonies

Morning

Presiding

Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President, Michigan State University

Processional: The MSU Jazz Band I, Rodney T. Whitaker, Conductor

Star-Spangled Banner: Francis Scott Key
Rockelle T. Whitaker, Lifelong Education
The MSU Jazz Band I
Arranged by Derrick Gardner
Lyrics, page 10

Moment of Silence

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates: J. Ian Gray, Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies

Address: Peter Litscher
President and Chief Executive Officer
Siemens AG
Munich, Germany

Special Music: Lady Be Good: George Gershwin
MSU Jazz Band I
Rodney T. Whitaker, Conductor
Arranged by Michael Abene

Introduction and Remarks: The Honorable Melanie Foster, Vice Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

Senior Class Remarks: Tajuanda M. Carter

Presentation of Class Gift: Shannon Hoffman and Tiffany N. Trombley

Morning (Continued)

Conferring of Degrees: Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Presentation of Board of Trustees Awards: The Honorable Melanie Foster, Vice Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

Recognition of Honors and High Honors: Kim A. Wilcox, Provost

Presentation of Diplomas: Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Concluding Remarks: Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Alma Mater: Bernard Traynor
(The Band, Ms. Whitaker and Audience)
Lyrics, page 10

Recessional: The MSU Jazz Band I

Professor E. James Potchen, Chairperson, Executive Committee of Academic Council, is the academic mace bearer.
We would like to express our appreciation to the Senior Class Council and staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises.
The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Order of Ceremonies

Afternoon

Presiding

Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President, Michigan State University

Processional

The MSU Jazz Band I, Rodney T. Whitaker, Conductor

Star-Spangled Banner

Corinne A. Devries, MSU College of Music
The MSU Jazz Band I
Arranged by Derrick Gardner
Lyrics, page 10

Moment of Silence

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates

J. Ian Gray, Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies

Address

Winston E. Scott
Author, Reflections from Earth Orbit
Vice President and Deputy General Manager
Jacobs Engineering Group
Houston, Texas

Special Music

I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise
The MSU Jazz Band I
Arranged by Michael Abene
Rodney T. Whitaker, Conductor

Introduction and Remarks

The Honorable Melanie Foster, Vice Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

Senior Class Remarks

Jacqueline R. Foster

Presentation of Class Gift

Shannon Hoffman and Tiffany N. Trombley

Afternoon (Continued)

Conferring of Degrees

Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Presentation of Board of Trustees Awards

The Honorable Melanie Foster, Vice Chairperson, MSU Board of Trustees

Recognition of Honors and High Honors

Kim A. Wilcox, Provost

Presentation of Diplomas

Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Concluding Remarks

Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Alma Mater

(Band, Ms. Devries and Audience)
Lyrics, page 10

Recessional

The MSU Jazz Band I

Professor Harold A. Hughes, Vice Chairperson, Executive Committee of Academic Council, is the academic mace bearer.

We would like to express our appreciation to the Senior Class Council and staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises.

The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the procession are entering and leaving the arena.
Degree of Bachelor of Science

Mark William Topalian
Susan Marie Tremblay
Benjamin Alan Tresson
Laquita Lynette Waddell
Kevin Lee Walter
Eric James Waskoff
Justin Robert Whisban
Brian Joseph Williams
Carley Shannon Williams
Scott Robert Winer

Christopher Phillip Wolak
Youn Tae You
Roger Nathaniel Young
Zachary Michael Zapic

Park, Recreation and Tourism Resources
Erika Morgan Bailey
Heather Leigh Burgess
Norman Bruce Buitas

Christopher Lee Chambers
Blair Patrick Dunchek
James Raymond Graulke
Manuel Scott Kallad
Lauren Marianne Polinsky
Stephen Christopher Pruzan

Ryan Douglas Scon
David Robert Stewart

Technology Systems Management
Darby Miles Elliott
Daniel Ray Knosp

Karlin A. Wurst, Dean

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

American Studies
* Debra Lynn Velahage

Art History and Visual Culture
Molly Meghan Center

East Asian Languages and Cultures
Eric John Anderson

English
* Joseph Sidney Bommarito

French
* Kauwil Bhusan Kaste

German
* Ashleigh Marie Cote

History
Daniel James Baker

History-Prelaw
* Daniel Marsh Beadick

Interdisciplinary Humanities
* Martin Ani Acklin

Interdisciplinary Humanities—Music Performance
* Jeffrey William Jones

Interdisciplinary Humanities—Music
* Jeffrey William Jones

Interdisciplinary Humanities—Visual Culture
* Jeffrey William Jones

Interdisciplinary Humanities—Woess
* Jeffrey William Jones

Linguistics
* Shawn Michael Brook

Philosophy
* Peter Andrew Reihis

Religious Studies
* Rachel Lynn Pulleyblank

Spanish
* Emily Marie Lewis

Studio Art
Lindsey Erin-Gran Bürger


Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Art Education
Dustin Richard Hart

Music Performance
* Joseph Ronald Agacinski

Studio Art
** Christine Elisabeth Allen

Music Theory
Ashley Elizabeth Munar

Composition and Music Theory
Amanda Drew Merrow

Jazz Studies
Curtis Demetrios Taylor

Music Therapy
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Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Charles T. Solomon, Dean

Advising:
Mark Joseph Adler  
Eric John Anderson  
Angela viewpoint  
Jenna Lynne Backus  
Felicia May Bajardoni  
Jessica Marie Garcia  
Anna Marie Cerqua  
Alison Terese Glowacki  
Allison DeGuzman Nevalga  
Andrew William Lovrenich  
Michael Christopher Hill  
Koriey Lamont Hayes  
Maliki Monique Martin  
Allison Marie Byl  
Josef George Boumaroun  
Julie Ann Bridgeman  
Kathryn Stern Van Houten  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Jenna Marie Klein  
Kaitlin Alleanna Lober  
Kathryn Reiner  
Kathleen Marie Kipp  
Katherine B. Pettit  
Kathleen Lee Ko  
Kaitlynn Marie Laflin  
Katie Elyse Oakes  
Kaitlin Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlin Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kaitlyn Marie Klein  
Kai...
COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Retailing
Jessica Danielle Carroll
Jasmin Robert Gonsowski
Heather Lynn Harmer
Lea A. Heath
Jessica Suzanne Heidel
Winston Lynell Johnson
Katherine Anne Nieves Jarado

Paul Adam Krämer
Terre L. Lewis
Robert William Mabrey
Ashley Beth Mancino
Elizabeth Ann Moran
Britt Ann Roland

Sarah Ellen Smalley
Sara Kathleen Szczechowski
Rachel Kay Stephens
Zoe Sue Van Osten
Ryan Lee Vanstone
Drew Denny Whalen

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Carole Ames, Dean

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Education
Jessica Renee Adams
* Pamela Renee Biehle
* Marla Ann Bier
* Blaire Renee Brandon
Rachel Carsten Cole
Karylin Christina Deliteur
Lakriza Danielle Drummer
Zachary Kane Fisk
Amanda H. Finn
Anthony Charles Galastri
Brenda Elizabeth Gauer
Leslie Ann Ginter
Garthien Elizabeth Hamilton
Loreen Noel Hawkins
Courtney Ann Horgan

* Jessica Suzanne Hohl
* Jason Robert Gutowski
* Winston Lynell Johnson
* Katrina Anne Nieves Jurado
* Leslie Ann Heughens
* Ashley Lynn Spoelstra
* Miranda Grace Stevens
* Raquel T. Stewart
* Camilla Mini Thomas

* Nina Elizabeth Tignanelli
* Camilla Wirthensohn
* Christie Marie Young
* Dana Lynn Zulfiqar

Special Education—
Deaf Education
* Ashley Care Barbour
* Lynn Nicole Johnson
* Joshua Daniel Loebheide
* Jessica Kay Mayer
* Ren Wyman Vernon

Special Education—
Learning Disabilities
* Alisia Chase Ayer
* Michael Lynn Bell

Kinesiology
Joseph Stewart Aguado II
Marygina Marie Allen
Clayton H. Ames
Rachel Anne Babich
Jacqueline Diane Becker
Kendrick Dennis Bell
Margaret Elizabeth Bell
Bryan David Berts
Jennifer L. Berry
Melody Brooke Berry
* Pauline Malinak Bokser
* Charma Chane Bords
* Stephen Scott Bradley
* Adam Michael Chagrost
* Sarah Michelle Chabon
Dr. Anna Kate Clark
* Eric David Cline
* Erin Elizabeth Davis
* Christine Elizabeth Dayton

* Gina Michelle Evangelista
* Nicholas James Findley
* Cassie Danielle Frasher
* Alison Lee Freedland
* Blake Evan Fricke
* Benjamin William Fuson
* Brian Russell Gause
* Adam Nicholas Gentry
* Sharon Katen Gumaugh
* Taylor Anne Good
* Kenneth John Goodrich
* Alex Lee Grayson
* Melissa Elaine Groves
* Herbert Dona Hoppard
* Heather Lynise Huisen
* Kevin Michael Hurley
* Derrick Andrew Johnson
* Elinor Robert Johnson
* Jonathan Loyd Jones
* Erin Elizabeth Kelley

* Joseph Thomas Kramd
* Brian Jeffrey Kuhl
* Alia Reese Kuran
* Caroline Marie Lang
* Steven Kyle Lautz
* Taylor Jaron Larson
* Cassandra Leslie Lemon
* Daniel Jerry Lodding
* Nandini Lohithasa
* Alex Andrew Mass
* Kristin Leigh Maki
* Cole Jan Mahinsky
* Rebekah Grace McCenery
* Matthew J. McNabb
* Lauryn D. Miller
* Mary E. Moreau
* Ryan Lee Nagelstuck
* Christine Ann Nasr
* Benjamin Michael Nichols

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Education
Mary J. Calkins-Dalrymple

* Christopher Edward Ellis
* Jorje Elether Johnson

** Shelby Nicole Kline
** Sarah Cassandra Mallott

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Athletic Training
Nathaniel Christopher Case

Kinesiology
Emily Sakula Abe
* Tiphaine Louise Anderson
* Jeremy John Aus
* Seven Ross Beany
* Alphonse Marie Bell
* Lariel Alba Bell
* Darren Fournier Bell Jr.
* Jillian Amelia Biggs

* Marc Nicole Brannen
* Joseph David Brooker
* L. Gerald Bosby
* Melissa Renee Chapman
* Lisa Marie Debevec
* Kalee Joenee Delfanz
* Morgan Catherine Derry
* Zacharias William Douglas
* Kariel Marie Fischer
* Matthew Curtis Gade
* Eric Ann Gilpin

* Jonathan Jay Greene
* Michelle Lynn Haras
* Joana RlelITCHJ
* Ben Zachary Kien
** Danielle Marie Krieze
* Daniel Joseph Kurczyk
* Jordan Richard Laus
* Kelli Leanne Maxwell
* Samantha Nicole May
* Jeremy Kelden Montz
* Kristin Marie Oake

11** Emily Catherine Drenzycek
* Jersey R. Pitek
* Jennifer Dawn Reeves
* Anthony Daniel Rocha
* Jonathan P. Roepke:
* Amy Elizabeth Schmidt
* Chritty Carmen Stockton
* Ryan James Sullivan
* Laurne Panzillo Thomas
* Madalyn Faye Weller
* Lance Charles Zuidema
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A. Academic Scholar H. Honors College ** With Honor ** With High Honor
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Degree of Bachelor of Science

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Application Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Civil Engineering

Zachary Wilson Billings
Trey Randall Grunler
Posam Judi
H Kristopher Douglas Pruner

Computer Engineering

Brian James Penny
Patrick Michael Feeny
Ian Alexander Lukowicz
Kevin Dale Scheck

Computer Science

James Robert Kamin
Christopher Dukile Padmore
H Michael David Simon

Electrical Engineering

Kritman Chau
Dylan Ador Constan-Wald
Anthony Home Fields
Vitallina Shkurovskaya
Kadiychuk
Brian Philip Meyers
Stephen Richard Patrick
Robert Freeman Guinian
** Mohammad Jamaal Zahir
* Ze Zhang-Mike

Materials Science and Engineering

Thomas R. Everard
Sara Christine Longenbach
Andreja R. Rittenhouse
Stephan Matthew Zawadski

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Graduates—Fall Semester, 2007

Application Engineering

Jacqueline Sue Marler
H Cassandra Marie Vazquez
Jan Patrick Mccallough
Laura Rae McCollum
Christopher David Nelson
Ching Raya Pau
** Troy Marshall Franks
Nichole Elizabeth Poyor
Steven Patrick Pomp
Adam Roy Rhoads
Lindsey Marie Sagrista
* Eric Alan Sartker
Taylor Craig Snow
Jacob Charles Wengler
Michelle Karborony Wesley
Andrew David Wheller
Karen Lynn Wolsiakova

Computer Engineering

Robert Lorraine Badger
Terrill Raymond Black
Ryan Patrick Bloodworth
Benjamin Ryan Brown
Drew Thaddeus Butler
Samuel Joseph Davis
Rencidus Franklin Ferguson
Dwain Andrew Chiao
Hibbbz Monique Harper
Trac Thanh Nguyen
* Mark Allan Schall
Jasongoe Shim
* Brian John Thomas
Tania Andrea Yee
* Mustafa Zunic

Computer Science

Ryan David Abbin
* Benjamin Charles Bays
Mark David Berman
Joseph Michael Raymond
Brendford
Nicholas Andrew Breider
Jason D. L. Carly
** David Stanley Dobrogoski
Anthony Daniel Ehren
David John Genoni II
Michael James Geckl
Chad Thomas Harter
George William Hoffman Jr.
Raydawn D. Holbrook
Ching-Hi Hsu
Jonathan Thomas Labby
Calvin Pinson
* David Timothy Robinson
* Christopher Etul Spanyudio
Chung-Hsiao Tai
Brandon Mark Turner
Nicholas Michael Vuitlowe

Electrical Engineering

Emily Patricia Boller
Nicholas Ryan Battle
Omar Bennani
Humzeh Nasturuddin
Bhawani
Matthiew El Chicy
* Jason Cooper
* Julianne Adami
Easify-Mothen
Montanale Fattoude
Robert Anthony Ficeco II
Nathan Allen Gingerly
David Joseph Goyin
Gregory Ryan Hanch
Andrew Joseph Herman
* Matthew Richard Jennings
Matthew Mar
Koongphokeun
* Ki Yong Kwon
** Benjamin Joses Le-Vanque
Gugulchau Mubasa
Robyn Inse Macerie
Anthony Corey Much
Gerald Maurice McCann
David Scott Medland
Bruno Luis Moreno
* Paul T. Nun
Geoffrey Bryant O'Donnell
Robert John Oluro
Scott Anthony Paladin
Matthew Murphy Palmer
Sarah Ann Pataki
* Donald Anthony Restaurant
Mark Beno Reek
Justin Victor Setz
David Bass Medine
* Bryan Thomas Dayton
Steven Goode
Joseph Andrew Tremont
Mohammad Umar
Vidit Uto
Russell Jeffrey Wadding
Christopher Charles Williams
* James Michael Yang
Andrew Adam Young
* Frank Yu
Rui Zhao
* Christopher William Zenzfile
Jeffrey Michael Zyla

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Materials Science and Engineering

William Charles Barzunskas
Karen Jeanine Barzel
Trung Kien Tran

Michael Kenneth Beck
John White Benghor
David Lee Bogar
Lindsey Cathryn Boggersal
** Adam Mark Branan
* Brian John Berek
Koty M. Bury
** Daniel Michael Cason
Andrew David Coleman
** Bryon Thomas Cooper
Julie Ann Crane
Laura Beth Daly
Evan Andrew DeTone

CALLED President of Science

Matthew Charles Bart Castil
Benjamin Michael Drider
Patrick Michael Fathome
Joshua Riley Ewing
Michael Ka Ho Fong
Brandon Clifford Good
Ariqan Gouall
Benjamin Thomas
Gertrude
Alexandria Edward
Gary Raymond Gmbel
Patrick Gary Goumbl
** Michael Patrick McKinni
* Kevin Michael Miller
Manuel Oleg Naja
Sean Patrick Noretk
Michael Patrick O'Connell
Joseph Michael Orefi
Jonathan Brent Ostroki
Brian Albert Perric

COLEGE OF ENGINEERING

With Honor

* Anthony Robert Pino
Sybilla Rospakiewicz
Eliza Ivan Radycko
Alessandra Migd Resia-Sada
Jay Vance Richard
* David C. Ruddock
* Gregory Charles Schafer
* Alton Ray Solomon
* Seannaid Richardson
* Scott Eric Storher
** Paul Christian Strelling
* Ryan B. Tadman
* Jessica Martillos Thr
* Elise Stone Tippmann
* Richard Andrea Uroary
* Elizabeth Jennifer Yoll
* Bradley Allen Wadacka
* Ryan Richard Walski
Taylor Douglas Young

A Academic Scholar
H Honors College
* With Honor
** With High Honor

28

A Academic Scholar
H Honors College
* With Honor
** With High Honor
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JAMES MADISON COLLEGE
Sherman W. Garnett, Dean
Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

- Matthew Gordon Akerley
- Serena Fay Beaman
- Christopher Bryon Bigman
- Ryan Chestny Bixie
- Adam Christopher Castillo
- Thomas Steven Dargash
- Michael David Ellsworth
- Rachel Elms
- Amber Marie Finkbeiner

- John Thomas Fournier
- Rachel Alexandra Frank
- Shari Kelly Freiman
- Marsha Patricia Garcia
- Allex Nicole Hugard
- Amy Renee He
- Aliza Murphy Holt
- Jerson Wayne Hensley
- Jennifer Louise Humphrey

- Aashly Elizabeth Jordan
- Benne Elyse Kohn
- Eliza Ann Langdon
- Melissa Liso
- Nicole Allison Mackowski
- Ayla Marie Mounet
- Ryan Anthony Potecko
- Juan Carlos Recamier
- Vanessa Lynn Richardson

- Kristin Nicole Saunders
- Victor Christian Sedlak
- Christopher Ryan Shen
- Zachary James Sturman
- Yolanda Ann Stephens
- Ela Auralena Summa
- Madeline Marie Tres-Kosche
- Emily Rose Warren
- Ryan Michael Woff

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

- A Academic Scholar
- H Honors College
- * With Honor
- ** With High Honor

- Megan Marie Anderson
- Christopher Joshua Amsa
- Amina Bera
- Jennifer F. Belinski
- Chloe Marie Benjamin
- Ashley Reese Beaumus
- Tiffany Renee Bevel
- Jonathan Philip Bixon
- Emily Renee Laun
- Daniel Keith Charlton
- Jordan Marie Coluzzi
- * Keishia D. Crumpler
- Angela Jean DiMarco

- * Brian Phillip Donn
- Jennifer Ann Earley
- David William Edwards
- Rachel Marie Ermisse
- Elizabeth Aubrey Goheen
- Michael Philip Gradis
- Tyler Robert Hanson
- Jonathan Philip Byron
- * Emily Renee Laun
- David Keith Charbon
- Jordan Marie Coluzzi
- * Keishia D. Crumpler
- Angela Jean DiMarco

- H Laurel Kathryn Koening
- Caroline Jane Kosiro
- Tony T. Leeabh
- Andrew Merrill Koer
- Camila Araceli Meraz
- Whitney Michele Mich
- Jared W. Moore
- Kathleen Jeanne Passik
- Selaizic Carin Rokman
- Jessica BeaChavez Ruffin
- Michael John Sapak
- Kristine Kaylin Seabner

- H Aboard Matthew Siegel
- Jacqueline Marie Stevenson
- Suzy Anne Struble
- Jifi Anne Tystyn
- Galina D. Uzhval
- Adrienne Louise Whitt
- Brian David Walks
- Megan Joan Wallis
- Steven Robert Wilcke
- Areen Rose Lavete Winter
- Peter Michael Zagonowski
- Casey Elling Cruzowski

- A Academic Scholar
- H Honors College
- * With Honor
- ** With High Honor

College of Music
James B. Forger, Dean
Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Music

- Composition and Music Theory
- Lisa Joy Richon

- Music Education
- John Thomas Campbell
- * Luis Maria Christensen

- Music Performance
- Devin Allen Hiler
- Malik Yussuf
- Stephanie Anne Zimmer

- Music Therapy
- Andrea Kathryn Donal

- Matthew A. Salowski
- Michael Steven Scroggius
- Brinn Michelle Jof
- Credan Race Volking

- A Academic Scholar
- H Honors College
- * With Honor
- ** With High Honor
Zoology
Angelica Faith Bower
* Alana Chanel Bowers
Ashley Charlene Bradfield
Trevor Bower
Jacqui Alan Chaffee
H Samantha Mei Chau
Courtney Rae Clark
Molly Jo Dorsey
Charlotte Ann Erhardt
Michelle Lynn Fisher
Danielle M. Fingel
Bradley Alexander
Krzysztofowski
Jennifer Michelle Lieb
Amanda Beyer Marquise
Bran Nicole Mark
Sara Renee Melvin
Charles Dennis Morris
Elizabeth Anne Murphy
* Ayaka Nakamura
Nicholas John Ostrowski
** Daniel Matthew Kathler
Owen
Mary Elizabeth Payne
Maria Danielle Roberts
Daniel Jason Rodrigues
** Melissa Blaire Roth
* Natalie Lorraine Wolff
Anthony Francis Yahui III
Joshua Bolekow Stess
Megan Katherine Sharra
Kristin Marie Spink
Jennifer Lynn Stevens
Carrie Mary Taylor
Jillian Anne Tietjen
Joshua Daniel Warlick
* Natalie Lorraine Wolff
Anthony Francis Yahui III

COllege of Nursing
Mary H. Mundt, Dean
Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Carrie Ann Gill
Mark Edward Hagerty
** Julie Lynn Helton
Sara Elizabeth Hogan
Stephanie Elizabeth Howard
** Mary Elizabeth Hovsepian
Andrea Brooke Hunkins
Leah Holme James
Julie Joos
Ann Marie Kelly
Nicole Renee Keola
** Kim Nancy Kaulbah
* JulieJean Ana Maria Kelly
Nicole Renee Kosla
Nathan A. Kovalchik
** Alena Kraskov
Julie Lynn Hebert
Sara Elizabeth Hogan
Stephanie Elizabeth Howard
** Mary Elizabeth Hovsepian
Andrea Brooke Hunkins
Leah Holme James
Julie Joos
Ann Marie Kelly
Nicole Renee Keola
** Kim Nancy Kaulbah
* JulieJean Ana Maria Kelly
Nicole Renee Kosla
Nathan A. Kovalchik
** Alena Kraskov

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Courtney Quick Ardis
Caitlin Elizabeth Asman
Lisa M. Behring
Emily Holley Becher
Elizabeth Anne Charron
Robert Walter Cook
Meghan Kathryn Devig
** Michelle Marie Domagalski
Mary Lynn Dunahar
Rachel Elizabeth Glader
* Michelle Louise Hunter
Mia Shannen Jones
Adam Keith Kasunick
Allison Anne Krenchel
Alejandra M. Martinez
** Whitney J. McElroy
Lauren Kae Melvin
** Marcus Lynn Miers
Elizabeth Laura Miller
** Ian Grantham Moga
* Karen Elizabeth Rosser
** Katrina Maria Schmidt
Stephen Michael Schwartz
Adrienne Rose Shaw
Matthew James Stulz

* A Academic Scholar  ** H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
34

A Academic Scholar  H Honors College  * With Honor  ** With High Honor
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BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Christopher M. Brown, Dean

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Veterinary Technology
Betty Kapo Chan
* Michelle Jennifer Engmark

Veterinary Medicine
Francesca L. Church

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Veterinary Technology
Michelle Lynn Griffin
Melissa Kay Jager
Sarah Ann Kleinhach

Veterinary Medicine
Jennifer Arline DeWee
Stephanie Jo Herbst

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Veterinary Technology
Anne Kathleen Lang
Natalie Jean Nichols
* Linda Jean Randrinsk
Rebecca Marie Struck

Veterinary Medicine
Francesca L. Church

Military Science
Transportation Corps
Matthew Ross Schaefer

Aerospace Studies
Pilot
Sean Raymond Steffer

Military Science
Aviation
Nathaniel Christopher Cave

Field Artillery
Jonathan Edward Garvey
Benjamin Harrison Rhoads

Medical Service Corps
Erika Genevera Stump

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

Douglas W. Estry, Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education and Dean of Undergraduate Studies

The following students have completed their ROTC education at Michigan State University and have received their commissions as reserve officers of the United States Air Force or the United States Army.

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Veterinary Technology
* Theresa J. Dennis
Jennifer Ann DeVoe
Stephanie Jo Herrbach

Veterinary Medicine
Michelle Lynn Griffin
Melissa Kay Jager
Sarah Ann Kleinhach

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007
Star-Spangled Banner

Oh, say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming.
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave!

Alma Mater

M.S.U., We love thy shadows
When twilight silence falls,
Flushing deep and softly paling
O’er ivy-covered halls.

Beneath the pines we’ll gather
To give our faith so true,
Sing our love for Alma Mater
And thy praises, M.S.U.

The lyrics of the Alma Mater were written by Bernard Traynor (MSC Athletic Department, 1925-1927). The melody is based on Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. It was not until March 30, 1949, after a vote by the students, that the popular song on campus known as the MSU Shadows was finally adopted as the official Alma Mater. Today, the Alma Mater is known as the MSU Shadows.
## Degree of Doctor of Musical Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Professor</th>
<th>Major Professor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. Buggeiro</td>
<td>J. Hutchison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pong Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Neal Douglas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

### Counseling Psychology
- **Counseling Psychology**
  - Major Professor: J. Kostishek
  - J. Kostishek

### Criminal Justice
- **Criminal Justice**
  - Kaan Buyuk
  - M. Nall
  - M. Morah
  - C. Conley

### Crop and Soil Sciences
- **Crop and Soil Sciences**
  - Sarah J. Kintner
  - J. Teidt
  - S. Seay
  - J. Kells

### Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy
- **Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy**
  - Joseph E. Flynn
  - L. Forder
  - M. Conley
  - D. Deane
  - J. Smith

### Economics
- **Economics**
  - Christopher Carl Douglas
  - A. Herrera
  - J. Wooldridge
  - J. Otsi
  - J. Wooldridge
  - W. Wooldridge
  - J. Wooldridge

### Educational Psychology and Educational Technology
- **Educational Psychology and Educational Technology**
  - Annie-Michelle Jones
  - N. Delg
  - A. Segal

### Electrical Engineering
- **Electrical Engineering**
  - Mahmood Almaha
  - A. Selim
  - L. Kempel
  - L. Kempel
  - N. Xu

### Engineering Mechanics
- **Engineering Mechanics**
  - Michael Vagnino
  - R. Haur

### English
- **English**
  - Stuart Ives
  - R. Keiser
  - M. Wilson
  - M. Wilson
  - S. Michaelson
  - J. Root

### Entomology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
- **Entomology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior**
  - Julianne Kristen Teuf
  - R. Isaac

### Family and Child Ecology
- **Family and Child Ecology**
  - Ketanie Masia Andrews
  - M. Carolan
  - M. Carolan

### Fisheries and Wildlife and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
- **Fisheries and Wildlife and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior**
  - Andrew M. Kramer
  - Brian Clifford Lian
  - O. Semple
  - J. Renze

### Geography
- **Geography**
  - Collin Steven Greuter
  - E. uvadler
  - D. Sade

### Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education
- **Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education**
  - Jeremy Joe Haynes
  - Jennifer Teresia Hedges
  - Eric Michael Heshby

### Hispanic Cultural Studies
- **Hispanic Cultural Studies**
  - Mairi A. Del Valle Iriegia
  - J. Colmeiro

### Horticulture
- **Horticulture**
  - Roberto Gerardo Lopez
  - E. Industle

### Human Nutrition
- **Human Nutrition**
  - Sue Ochayi
  - W. Song

### K-12 Educational Administration
- **K-12 Educational Administration**
  - John Ever Detner
  - Angela Marie Kirby
  - Stephen Heywood

### Kinetics
- **Kinetics**
  - J. Perseus
  - J. Hausenrecht

### Learning, Technology, and Culture
- **Learning, Technology, and Culture**
  - John David Gallagher
  - Kristen Hansen Perry
  - E. Marcell
  - N. Duke

### Linguistics
- **Linguistics**
  - James Norris Stanford
  - D. Prez

### Materials Science and Engineering
- **Materials Science and Engineering**
  - Tilly Evison Bohnack
  - M. Mackay

### Mathematics
- **Mathematics**
  - Rolf Isaac Baykur
  - Cara Dylan Bovei
  - Adam Mathew Geyp
  - Mohar Guda
  - Yuans Guma
  - Ko-Moon Lee
  - Roger Wata

### Music Composition
- **Music Composition**
  - Jonathan Philip Hillman
  - Paul Dougah Nolen

### Music Performance
- **Music Performance**
  - Jonathan Philip Hillman
  - Paul Dougah Nolen

### Business Administration (Continued)
- **Business Administration (Continued)**
  - Teresa Pasion
  - Gwenn Schulie
  - Vietnam Dinh
  - Shuchun Xu
  - Geok Lo Lian

## Business Administration
- **Business Administration**
  - Major Professor: R. Ruggiero
  - Karen L. Klomparens, Associate Provost for Graduate Education and Dean
  - Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

### Agriculture and Extension Education
- **Agriculture and Extension Education**
  - M. Sowelo

### Agricultural Economics
- **Agricultural Economics**
  - D. Weatherpoon

### American Studies
- **American Studies**
  - T. Summerhill

### Animal Science
- **Animal Science**
  - G. Smith

### Applied Mathematics
- **Applied Mathematics**
  - R. Tempelman

### Audiology and Speech Sciences
- **Audiology and Speech Sciences**
  - T. Biers

### Astrophysics and Astronomy
- **Astrophysics and Astronomy**
  - B. Allott

### Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
- **Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**
  - L. Stockman

### Biodynamics Engineering
- **Biodynamics Engineering**
  - L. Stockman

### Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
- **Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**
  - K. Irii Zieutmann-Feld

### Bioinformatics Engineering
- **Bioinformatics Engineering**
  - J. Liu

### Business Administration
- **Business Administration**
  - R. Tulli

### Chemistry
- **Chemistry**
  - J. Boyer

### Communication
- **Communication**
  - F. Bosser

### Communication Arts and Sciences—Mass Media
- **Communication Arts and Sciences—Mass Media**
  - L. Davenport

### Computer Science
- **Computer Science**
  - R. Jin

### Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy
- **Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy**
  - L. Teidt

### Criminal Justice
- **Criminal Justice**
  - J. Teidt

### Crop and Soil Sciences
- **Crop and Soil Sciences**
  - S. Seay

### Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy
- **Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy**
  - J. Wooldridge

### Economics
- **Economics**
  - A. Herrera

### English
- **English**
  - R. Haur

### Entomology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
- **Entomology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior**
  - R. Isaac

### Family and Child Ecology
- **Family and Child Ecology**
  - M. Carolan

### Fisheries and Wildlife and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
- **Fisheries and Wildlife and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior**
  - R. Isaac

### Human Nutrition
- **Human Nutrition**
  - W. Song

### K-12 Educational Administration
- **K-12 Educational Administration**
  - D. Arsen

### Kinetics
- **Kinetics**
  - J. Perseus

### Learning, Technology, and Culture
- **Learning, Technology, and Culture**
  - E. Marcell

### Linguistics
- **Linguistics**
  - James Norris Stanford

### Materials Science and Engineering
- **Materials Science and Engineering**
  - Tilly Evison Bohnack

### Mathematics
- **Mathematics**
  - M. Mackay

### Music Composition
- **Music Composition**
  - J. Schiff

### Music Performance
- **Music Performance**
  - J. Schiff

### Business Administration (Continued)
- **Business Administration (Continued)**
  - Teresa Pasion
  - Gwenn Schulie
  - Vietnam Dinh
  - Shuchun Xu
  - Geok Lo Lian

### Business Administration
- **Business Administration**
  - Major Professor: R. Ruggiero
  - Karen L. Klomparens, Associate Provost for Graduate Education and Dean
  - Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

### Agriculture and Extension Education
- **Agriculture and Extension Education**
  - M. Sowelo

### Agricultural Economics
- **Agricultural Economics**
  - D. Weatherpoon

### American Studies
- **American Studies**
  - T. Summerhill

### Animal Science
- **Animal Science**
  - G. Smith

### Applied Mathematics
- **Applied Mathematics**
  - R. Tempelman

### Audiology and Speech Sciences
- **Audiology and Speech Sciences**
  - T. Biers

### Astrophysics and Astronomy
- **Astrophysics and Astronomy**
  - B. Allott

### Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
- **Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**
  - L. Stockman

### Biodynamics Engineering
- **Biodynamics Engineering**
  - J. Liu

### Business Administration
- **Business Administration**
  - R. Tulli

### Chemistry
- **Chemistry**
  - J. Boyer

### Communication
- **Communication**
  - F. Bosser

### Communication Arts and Sciences—Mass Media
- **Communication Arts and Sciences—Mass Media**
  - L. Davenport

### Computer Science
- **Computer Science**
  - R. Jin

### Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy
- **Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy**
  - L. Teidt

### Criminal Justice
- **Criminal Justice**
  - J. Teidt

### Crop and Soil Sciences
- **Crop and Soil Sciences**
  - S. Seay

### Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy
- **Curriculum, Teaching, and Educational Policy**
  - J. Wooldridge

### Economics
- **Economics**
  - A. Herrera

### English
- **English**
  - R. Haur

### Entomology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
- **Entomology and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior**
  - R. Isaac

### Family and Child Ecology
- **Family and Child Ecology**
  - M. Carolan

### Fisheries and Wildlife and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior
- **Fisheries and Wildlife and Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Behavior**
  - R. Isaac

### Human Nutrition
- **Human Nutrition**
  - W. Song

### K-12 Educational Administration
- **K-12 Educational Administration**
  - D. Arsen

### Kinetics
- **Kinetics**
  - J. Perseus

### Learning, Technology, and Culture
- **Learning, Technology, and Culture**
  - E. Marcell

### Linguistics
- **Linguistics**
  - James Norris Stanford

### Materials Science and Engineering
- **Materials Science and Engineering**
  - Tilly Evison Bohnack

### Mathematics
- **Mathematics**
  - M. Mackay

### Music Composition
- **Music Composition**
  - J. Schiff

### Music Performance
- **Music Performance**
  - J. Schiff
### Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Major Professor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>A. Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiology</td>
<td>T. Tiedje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>J. Tiedje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacology and Toxicology—Environmental Toxicology</td>
<td>N. Kaminski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>H. Lindemann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>J. Tong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Ecology</td>
<td>J. Tong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant and Animal Sciences</td>
<td>J. Van Riper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Breeding and Genetics—Forestry</td>
<td>J. Van Riper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>R. Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>G. Bogar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraining</td>
<td>J. Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science</td>
<td>D. Belman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>L. Busch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolutionary Biology and Behavior</td>
<td>J. Vincent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoology—Environmental Toxicology</td>
<td>J. Giesy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>R. Osburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Biology</td>
<td>J. Osburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurobiology</td>
<td>J. Osburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomechanics</td>
<td>J. Osburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell and Molecular Biology</td>
<td>J. Osburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences—Mass Media</td>
<td>J. Osburg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Major Professor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music Composition</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural and Extension Education</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Economics</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoology</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Biology</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Biology</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences—Mass Media</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences—Media and Information Studies</td>
<td>M. Sullivan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Sociology—Urban Studies
Ya-Chien Wang

Statistics
Yongfang Zhu

Zoology
Wooyeong Joo
Lisa Marie Korte

Major Professor
T. Teafyck

S. Das

S. Gage
B. Lundrigan

Zoology and Ecology,
Evolutionary Biology
and Behavior
Angela Jennifer Roles
Jaime Seth Tanner

Zoology—Environmental
Toxicology
Xiaowei Zhang

Major Professor
J. Conner

K. Holekamp

J. Giesy

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST DEGREES

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Karen L. Klopmares, Associate Provost
for Graduate Education and Dean

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

School Psychology
Lorena L. Freelove

Candidate—Fall Semester, 2007

K-12 Educational Administration
Geoffrey Mogen Onouo
MASTER'S DEGREES
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Jeffrey D. Armstrong, Dean

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts

Environmental Design

Morna Jayne Cantrine

Hallston

Degree of Master of Science

Agricultural and Extension Education

Melinda Lee Klocke

Agricultural Economics

Crystal Lee Jones

Eric John Wittenberg

Animal Science

Angela Sue Bratta

Michael Alan Jacobsen

Katharine Kelly Jimmerson

Marta Jadwiga Piotrow

Bioresource Engineering

Joy Huan Wang

Crop and Soil Sciences

Courtney Maloof Gallagher

Terry James Schultz

Fisheries and Wildlife

Andrea Barbara Ania

Tracy Elise Grazia

Lokha R. Kumar

Mark Andrew Laubing

Corinna Nichole Rubeck-Schurtz

Shikha Singh

Food Science

Sitarasa Piaravanseni

Horticulture

Jason Paul Tomczak

Human Nutrition

Amanda Doris Meze

Packaging

Sonji Agrawal

Sanjita Aiy

Aripinny Brixohari

Aly Francis Cooley

Pankaj Gaer

Yu Tie Kao

Luis Carlos Rodrigues

Vineetmooro Vigenberg

Audrey Michael Whaling

Plant Pathology

Parazit Goory Tumubale

Degree of Master of Arts

American Studies

Anthony J. Kolnicky III

Denise Blais Leach

Critical Studies in Literacy and Pedagogy

Richard Carroll Cook

Degree of Master of Science

Biosystems Engineering

Joy Huan Wang

Crop and Soil Sciences

Courtney Maloof Gallagher

Terry James Schultz

Fisheries and Wildlife

Andrea Barbara Ania

Tracy Elise Grazia

Lokha R. Kumar

Mark Andrew Laubing

Corinna Nichole Rubeck-Schurtz

Shikha Singh

Food Science

Sitarasa Piaravanseni

Horticulture

Jason Paul Tomczak

Human Nutrition

Amanda Doris Meze

Packaging

Sonji Agrawal

Sanjita Aiy

Aripinny Brixohari

Aly Francis Cooley

Pankaj Gaer

Yu Tie Kao

Luis Carlos Rodrigues

Vineetmooro Vigenberg

Audrey Michael Whaling

Plant Pathology

Parazit Goory Tumubale

Degree of Master of Music

Music Conducting

Jenov Cory Birdbrain

Timothy Aron Foreman

Degree of Master of Arts

German Studies

Megan Mary Fiedlens

Linguistics

Al Manou

Jumel Park

Chis-Hsin Yeh

Human Nutrition

Sally Webster Grewe

Julie Plasencia

Philosophy

Reni Paul

Shannon Burns Proctor

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Shalterie Lynn Davis

Theatre

William Laurence Gordon

Degree of Master of Fine Arts

Studio Art

Katherine Lyus Kecmar

Resource Development

Amy Christine McCoy

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Ji-Yoon Choi

Krisitin Joy Ekens

Yun Heo

College of Arts and Letters

Karin A. Wurst, Dean

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts

American Studies

Anthony J. Kolnicky III

Denise Blais Leach

Critical Studies in Literacy and Pedagogy

Richard Carroll Cook

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Lauren Jean Carrion

Li Chen

Degree of Master of Music

Music Conducting

Jenov Cory Birdbrain

Timothy Aron Foreman

Music Education

Christopher Carr Hall

Lyntz Marie Keyly

Music Therapy

Jae-Sun Lee

Degree of Master of Arts

German Studies

Megan Mary Fiedlens

Linguistics

Al Manou

Jumel Park

Chis-Hsin Yeh

Human Nutrition

Sally Webster Grewe

Julie Plasencia

Philosophy

Reni Paul

Shannon Burns Proctor

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Shalterie Lynn Davis

Theatre

William Laurence Gordon

Degree of Master of Fine Arts

Studio Art

Katherine Lyus Kecmar

Resource Development

Amy Christine McCoy

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Ji-Yoon Choi

Krisitin Joy Ekens

Yun Heo

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Science

Animal Science

Amy Elizabeth Leger

Biosystems Engineering

Iain Lenor Fernandes-Torres

Rebecca Anne Larsen

Dharmendra Kumar Mishra

Elin Henderson

Scagenleinsaik

Community, Agriculture, Recreation and Resource Studies

Sarah Kathryn Halter

Michael Anthony Smola

Construction Management

Sue Kala Rand czy

Shebabh Aris Kadiavell

Shilpi Magra

Douglas Barrett Moody

Sorabh Rai

Yash Pratap Singh

Fisheries and Wildlife

Elizabeth Lauren Bell

Brenda S. Chekk

Rebecca Nance Gunno

Jedd Thomas Myers

Jennifer Mac White

Food Science

Elsi Seli

George Nymoibribe

Forestry

Nikolai John Gosh

James Daniel Gray

Deet Marie

Pynnoo-Vizhern

Michael Jee Smilgan

Susan Elizabeth Spre捷k

Horticulture

Michael Solomon Jost

Human Nutrition

Sally Webster Grewe

Julie Plasencia

Philosophy

Reni Paul

Shannon Burns Proctor

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Shalterie Lynn Davis

Theatre

William Laurence Gordon

Degree of Master of Fine Arts

Studio Art

Katherine Lyus Kecmar

Resource Development

Amy Christine McCoy

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Ji-Yoon Choi

Krisitin Joy Ekens

Yun Heo
Degree of Master of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders

Shu Hua

Laura Katherine Kaiser

Ying-Hsuan Lin

Wen Lin

Laurie K. Robinson

Danielle Marie Tarr

Nicole Joy Wells

Television Communication, Information Studies and Media

Bret A. Dewulfs

Erik Michael Dickens

Yun-Shu Tseng

Holly Janari

Michael Paul Lowe

Kenneth Ray Nelson Jr.

Chirsta M. Robinson

Pamela Ernestine Arellano

Roxin

Patrick David Shaw

Public Relations

Sarae Henry

Tara James

Laura Katherine Kaiser-Krennbrock

Ying-Hsuan Lin

Wen Lin

Laurie K. Robinson

Danielle Marie Tarr

Nicole Joy Wells

Television Communication, Information Studies and Media

Bret A. Dewulfs

Erik Michael Dickens

Yun-Shu Tseng

Holly Janari

Michael Paul Lowe

Kenneth Ray Nelson Jr.

Chirsta M. Robinson

Pamela Ernestine Arellano

Roxin

Patrick David Shaw

Counseling

Kristina A. Dehmmer

Sarah Ruth Doucette

Cassandra Marie Duggan

C. Erin Edmondson

Laura Christine Evans

Bethany A. Fellows

Holly Suzanne Fillmore

Kerry Catherine Gargano

Brooke Heather Gervatska

Jennifer Marie Goyczak

Desiree Lynn Hammar

Corney Ann Harding

Melissa Danielle Harris

Kari Catrine Hart

Nicole Elizabeth Lynn Helal

Michelle Lyn Herndon

Carrie Louise Henderson

Michelle Marie Hynek

Lauren Elizabeth Jarvis

Carrie Patricia Johnstone

Sarah Debora Johnson

Emily Jill Kahn

Sarah Elizabeth Kidd

Jeffrey Scott Knower

Brooke M. Kleppin

Scott David Konig

Autumn Lynn Lepper

Jennifer Elizabeth LeRoy

Robert Thomas Ley

Pamela Bell Loveland

Marie Suzanne Maloney

Alexis Marie Manalo

Marta Lynn Mannor

Mindy Gale McMillan

Kari J. Metzger

Robin Kay Michel

Jennifer Sue Miller

Jessica Ann Mille

Genevieve Minor

Shelley Lynn Mims

Susan Marie Mowry

Kathryn Noel Nunnink

Kelly Jo O’Byole

Dalekla Francois Ochiltree

Jailaen Elizabeth Olfson

Torena Marie Ong

Susan Marie Palmer

Penny Li Xing

Benjamin Samuel Pena

Jennifer Suzanne Peck

Kristen Kelley Poncels

Hugh McLlroy Porter

Amy Elizabeth Prout

Margaret Cecilia Pruette

Tarae Lynn Rambochorn

Alhia Ann Rober

Stephanie Michelle: Rutherford

Michelle Louise

Russell Leslie

Kimberly Anne Shannon

Katherine Rose Sheldon

Amenda Louise Smith

Julie Kay Stafford

Valerie Joed Sten

Katie Elizabeth Treccor

Musa Lynn Veneresto

Kerry Lynn Whaley

Education (Continued)

Brooke Faith Baker

Cheryl D. Biskupicki

Mary Kay Breen

Jeffery A. Cappell

Suzzan Marie Carter

Dana Marie Castagnoli

Jennifer Anne Collier

Mark Fees

Kathleen Wood
d

Eun-Jin Kim

all the rest

Curriculum and Teaching

Megan Elizabeth Blinick

Daniel Braun Cooren

Hollie Ann Cothoorn

Holly Sue Hen

Carrie Leigh Chipps

David Loyd Cline

Jill Thompson

Joel J. Collman

Jeff Roral Lyon

Christina Lynn McDavis

Sarah C. Milholland

Kassie Michelle Nyberg

Perinna Marie Rancho

Michelle Therese Taylor

Mika Yamamoto Uno

Nicky Lee Wickham

Jaimee Stucke

Kevin Andrew De Poel

Chad Daniel Debuch

Joel James Dohm

Kathryn Jayne Patriarche

Mark James Brookes

Denise Anne Elmi

Ronalee Michelle Elizabeth Hart

Angela Lynne Frame

Dwight Allan Halverson

Michelle Elizabeth Hart

Katharine Elizabeth Haskins

Rasmera R. Henderdan

Renee MacCarbon

Renee MacCarbon

Suzannelicted

Suzannelicted

Suzannelicted

Suzannelicted

Suzannelicted

Suzannelict}
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Satish S. Udpa, Dean
Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Science

Kinesiology
Seungyoun Hwang

Civil Engineering
Hui Chen
Shiyei Chen
Jana Ignerova Czudaszay
John Russell Enfield
Timothee Joseph Likens
Pallavi Poolebray
Sudharsan Sankaranarayanan

Computer Science
Gregory Roger Brown
Carl Dassarma

Electrical Engineering
Minghong Cai
Michael Scott Kirkpatrick
Martin Douglas Povilaitis

Mechanical Engineering
Zhenwen Peng
Lester Michael Simpson
Jacob David Swury
Oghoide Oluwemimi Udohho
Nasiraudin Robert Usher
Luma Karihi Vasiljevic
Stephen Allen Ziel

Materials Science and Engineering
John Wendell Foltz IV

Environmental Engineering
Vijaya Srinivasan

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Civil Engineering
Nicholas Andrew Brake
Rustin Sprite Fish
Ramneek Palmaneia

Molteni Demirkus
Daniel Mark Findler
Syed Idris-ud-Din
Folarin Oludapo Olu

Electrical Engineering
Jason David Beth
Tony Onah Davis
Jiarong Ying-Mei

Environmental Engineering
Wesley Stanion Edwards
Renee Ann Fennner

Mechanical Engineering
David Michael Frisbie
Bruce Erenesi Linberg Jr.
Jarnes Wilson Moore
Sagar Rayepalli

Musicology
David Michael Frisbie
Bruce Erenesi Linberg Jr.
Jarnes Wilson Moore
Sagar Rayepalli

Veronika A. Skorokhod
Jianling Wang

COLLEGE OF HUMAN MEDICINE

Marsha D. Rappley, Dean

Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Science

Epidemiology
Eric Robert Eggenberger

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts

Bioethics, Humanities, and Society
Alanna Sarah Salpeter

Degree of Master of Science

Epidemiology
Donetica Ditchie Arnold
Degerer Alejandro El Le Torre

Musicology
Danilo Mezzadri

Music Education
Pamela Judith Cheek

Music Conducting
Karen Kristine Huber
Salvador

Music Performance
Ko Eun Choi

Music Therapy
Ayumu Kitawaki
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE
R. James Kirkpatrick, Dean
Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts for Teachers

General Science
Cheryl A. Cross
Beverly Jo Osborn
Elizabeth Ann Swockey

Degree of Master of Science

Industrial Mathematics
James Earl Frosting
Gregory John Kehlert
Lumy Kaipid Vasiljevic

Physical Science
Connie Lynn
Barrett Kerner
Michael Ryan Brass
Nicole Elaine McGough
Andrew John Morris
William Bobop Struck

Plant Biology
Katherine Margaret Landar

Biological Science
Marie Lynn Jager
Kelly Lynn Jones
Tina Marie Kopinski
Tracie Dunaway Kressey

Mathematics
Kimberly A. Cavellia
Hynjoop Cho
Thomas Constantin Jaeger
Jingxin Park
Jack Joseph Tower
Bhil Yurtakul

Chemistry
Salguha Paul
David Eugene Solomon
Guixing Wang

Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Marguer Megan Lemmon

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts for Teachers

General Science
Paul Timothy Hime

Degree of Master of Science

Applied Statistics
Wing Seung Michael Chiu
King Tsi

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Katherine Marie Fligginethorpe

Biological Science
Joseph Michael Grigas

Biomedical Laboratory Operations
Kristina Lynn Woenter-Martin

Cell and Molecular Biology
Mary Louise Fantome

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Alicia Dexti Cory
Alissa Beth Fosson
Bettina Maria Kaufmann-Drauzik

Chemistry
Jamie Danette Dunn
Nileena Alexy Job
Yali Lu
Oluwatoyin Olubukunola

Geological Sciences
Paulo J. Hildago

Industrial Microbiology
Meghna Ashok Joshi

Mathematics
Kimberly A. Cavellia

Physics
Safina Abdualtoora
Al-Rashed
Frits Klaus Braam
Michael Housenorf
Eric Matthias Kessler

Statistics
Sarah Jon Sanfilippo
Sachiththa Sarkar
Tinghao Xing

Chemistry
Salguha Paul
David Eugene Solomon

Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Marguer Megan Lemmon

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts for Teachers

General Science
Paul Timothy Hime

Degree of Master of Science

Applied Statistics
Wing Seung Michael Chiu
King Tsi

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Katherine Marie Fligginethorpe

Biological Science
Marie Lynn Jager
Kelly Lynn Jones
Tina Marie Kopinski
Tracie Dunaway Kressey

Biomedical Laboratory Operations
Kristina Lynn Woenter-Martin

Cell and Molecular Biology
Mary Louise Fantome

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Alicia Dexti Cory
Alissa Beth Fosson
Bettina Maria Kaufmann-Drauzik

Chemistry
Jamie Danette Dunn
Nileena Alexy Job
Yali Lu
Oluwatoyin Olubukunola

Geological Sciences
Paulo J. Hildago

Industrial Microbiology
Meghna Ashok Joshi

Mathematics
Kimberly A. Cavellia

Physics
Safina Abdualtoora
Al-Rashed
Frits Klaus Braam
Michael Housenorf
Eric Matthias Kessler

Statistics
Sarah Jon Sanfilippo
Sachiththa Sarkar
Tinghao Xing

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Mary H. Mundt, Dean
Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Science in Nursing
Beverly Ann Reilly

Degree of Master of Science in Nursing
Antoinette Wyman

Candidate—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts

Anthropology
Robert A. Edmondson

Family Studies
Lauyme C. Smith

Psychology
Mara Michelle MacIntyre

Youth Development
Laurie Gail Neal

Degree of Master of International Planning Studies
Xue Wu

Degree of Master of Labor Relations and Human Resources
Seung Yun Ban
Daniel James Beller

Degree of Master of Public Administration
Jusin Lee Wardlow

Degree of Master of Science

Criminal Justice
Nicole Marie Burt
Yun Jang

Forensic Science
Nicole Marie Burt
Heather Marie Dotzauer
Kenneth Daniel Eilen

Youth Development
Laurie Gail Neal

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
Marietta L. Baba, Dean
Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Arts

Anthropology
Robert A. Edmondson

Family Studies
Lauyme C. Smith

Psychology
Mara Michelle MacIntyre

Youth Development
Laurie Gail Neal

Degree of Master of International Planning Studies
Xue Wu

Degree of Master of Labor Relations and Human Resources
Seung Yun Ban
Daniel James Beller

Degree of Master of Public Administration
Jusin Lee Wardlow

Degree of Master of Science

Criminal Justice
Nicole Marie Burt
Yun Jang

Forensic Science
Nicole Marie Burt
Heather Marie Dotzauer
Kenneth Daniel Eilen

Youth Development
Laurie Gail Neal

Degree of Master of Social Work

Clinical Social Work
Lisa Carrie Black
Kimberly Ann Cena
Melanie Joan Chadfusi
Sean Duane Hankins

Degree of Master in Urban and Regional Planning
Sandra Marie Beadle
Jain Anne Cox

Degree of Master of Social Work
Masha Michelle Jarrett
Kendra Ashley Kearney
Robert Lee Lewis
Felipe Lopez Jr.
Alicia Helene Love

Organizational and Community Practice
Amanda Renée Morgan
Melissa Rae Nelson
Sarah Hagar Taylor
Monica Jarrett White

Degree of Master of Science

Degree of Master of Science

Degree of Master in Urban and Regional Planning

Degree of Master of Arts

Anthropology
Jon William Carroll
Heidi Jo Connell
Jennifer Boyd Cordes
Andrew Lee Freitas
Darryl Allen Myers
Michael Rae Nowaczyk

Child Development
Heather Lynn Reed

Degree of Master of International Planning Studies

Seungchang Choi
Daechul Jung

Economics

Nakarin Attarae
Jeffrey Benjamin Brown
Eric Michael Hungsirirat
Huey-Ho Lee
Brian Jeffrey Moore

History—Secondary
School Teaching
Andrew Kenneth Alexander

Marriage and Family Therapy
Ashlie Danielle Barber

Psychology
Kimberly Kristine Assad

Degree of Master of Science

Comparative Medicine
and Integrative Biology

Sociology

Cristina Alberto
Donna Beauco
C. Ken Hammar Se
Laurel Elizabeth Hilfiker

Youth Development

Doreen N. Thomas
Jeremy W. Green
Jennifer Lynn Tallawe

Degree of Master in Urban and Regional Planning

Degree of Master of Science

Degree of Master of Labor Relations and Human Resources

Yue-Kun Cheng
Quintino Alphonso Di Cicco

Kamaldeep Singh Hayer
Adil I. Igpal

Michael Edward Nowak
Smita Parhi

Degree of Master of Science

Criminal Justice
Nayatt Ayubi
Benita Alicia Borden
Susan Jeanne Gade
Neil Victor Heath
Brian Aloysius Higgins

Hidery Jusiri
William McCabe
Beenda L. Walker

Forensic Science

Krisy Ann Baduce

Degree of Master of Science

Geographic Information
Science
Andi A. Chene
Sara J. P. Sobel
Stefanie Lee Kemper
Melissa Sue Money
Christian Marie Razz
Gwenyth Anne Scherperel

Degree of Master in Urban and Regional Planning

Nathan Todd Powell
Kyle Patrick Wilkes

Ji Sun Youn

Christopher M. Brown, Dean
Graduated—Summer Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Science

Food Safety
Lee Michael Bailey
Shannon Beth Stover

Pathology
Thomas Peterson Loch

Pharmacology and Toxicology
Jessica Lynne D'Azuz

Degree of Master of Science

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Master of Science

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Food Safety
James Robert Bradford

Aaron S. Morton

Lia P. Ramsey
MEDICAL DEGREES

Diplomas will be mailed to degree recipients approximately one month after the end of the semester.
LAW DEGREES

COLLEGE OF LAW
Thursday, December 20, 2007
6:00 p.m.
Kellogg Hotel and Conference Center
Big Ten Room
Reception to follow.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Clifton E. Haley, ’61, President of the Law College
Norman L. Lippitt, ’60, Vice President
Hon. Robert W. Weiss, Vice President
David J. Sparrow, ’51, Treasurer
Raymond R. Behan, ’60, Secretary
G. Scott Rommey, Assistant Secretary
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President, MSU

Honors associated with a graduate’s name are based on the individual’s cumulative grade-point average through Spring 2007 and do not reflect Fall 2007 semester grades.

Degree of Juris Doctor
•• John Bell, Jr.
Nicole Krahnke Carmean
Scott M. Curtis
Tiffany Dangerfield

Lynn Marie D'Agostino
James Thomas Duffino
Leni T. Fisman
Rajeev Eroth Graham
Joy Michelle Greene

•• Michael Orwin King, Jr.
Nathan P. LaTrumpe
Carlos Manuel
Lopen Negerc
Naima L. Marsley

Degree of Master of Laws
Gerit Jacobus Philippus
Nienowaudit

Degree of Master of Jurisprudence
Scott Michael Lis

Candidates—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Juris Doctor
Eric Michael Timothy
Eisenberg
** Janet D. English
Thomas H. Fesnhe
Jennifer Elisabeth Freashour
Deborah Jean Harper
Rebecca Irene Henderson
Peter Andrew Jordan
Jane H. Kim
Makaynza Joanta
Lowerynowicz

Meesung Hyun Lee
** William Charles Lentin
Benjamin Ticker Mailer
Michelle Marie Mars
Timothy H. McCarty, Jr.
Elizabeth Anne McDaniel
Wayne Patrick Meagher
Zain F. Morcham
Ian Alexander Mitchell
Reid A. Nicolosi

Degree of Master of Laws
Rajaguru Narayanan Natleah
Jia Xu

Degree of Master Emeriti
Hon. Marianne O. Battani, ’72
Peter J. Palmer, ’68

Hon. Kenneth J. Robinson

Hon. John E. Schaefer, ’69

Hon. Richard E. Suhreith, ’63

President Emeritus

Trustees Emeriti

Hon. Marianne O. Battani, ’72
Joseph J. Barttieig, ’75
Richard W. Heiss, ’63
Edwin W. Jackway, ’61
John D. O’Hare, ’54

Peter J. Palmer, ’68
Kenneth J. Robinson
John E. Schaefer, ’69
Hon. Richard E. Suhreith, ’63

Candidate—Fall Semester, 2007

Degree of Juris Doctor

Bassam Adeeb Abd
Benjamin Nay Ally
Jeremy Maddox Bellas
Joanne Lynne Bollhause
Benjamin Stephen Bywater
** Carlos M. Cahou
Shefie Mcle Carr
Andrea Marion Christenson
Katherin M. Curtiss
** Benjamin Stephen Deasy, Jr.
** Ryan Patrick Deasy

Degree of Master of Laws

Eric Michael Timothy
Eisenberg
** Janet D. English
Thomas H. Fesnhe
Jennifer Elisabeth Freashour
Deborah Jean Harper
Rebecca Irene Henderson
Peter Andrew Jordan
Jane H. Kim
Makaynza Joanta
Lowerynowicz

Meesung Hyun Lee
** William Charles Lentin
Benjamin Ticker Mailer
Michelle Marie Mars
Timothy H. McCarty, Jr.
Elizabeth Anne McDaniel
Wayne Patrick Meagher
Zain F. Morcham
Ian Alexander Mitchell
Reid A. Nicolosi

Degree of Master of Laws

Rajaguru Narayanan Natleah
Jia Xu

Degree of Master of Jurisprudence
Scott Michael Lis

*Honors associated with a graduate’s name are based on the individual’s cumulative grade-point average through Spring 2007 and do not reflect Fall 2007 semester grades.
GRADUATING CLASS

The Michigan State University Alumni Association

Relationships Matter!
Connect with more than 400,000 Spartans throughout the country and around the world for social, networking and job opportunities.
Sign up now for your complimentary membership in the MSU Alumni Association by registering online at www.msualum.com.
Congratulations graduates!

Senior Class Gift:
Information is available at www.givingto.msu.edu/seniorgift/.